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Loyalist Township, Ontario

Loyalist Township Trades Manual Processes
for CityView Automation
The Township in Ontario automates processes for its building
department with CityView’s municipal land management and
community development solutions.
Prior to CityView, Loyalist Township used an older software system that relied
heavily on manual data input and processes. Looking to improve efficiencies
when it came to inspections, the Township relied on its neighbors to provide
references.
Loyalist Township joins a wide array of municipalities within Ontario that use
CityView’s municipal land management and community development solutions
to automate processes. Despite a global pandemic, CityView was able to
implement several modules for the Township on its browser-based platform,
Workspace, in just six months after contract signing.

Streamlined Workflows &
Modern Technology
CityView helped Loyalist Township
streamline workflows by introducing
modern technology to help automate
business processes. Benefits included:
• Rapid implementation: CityView's
out-of-the-box software got the
Township up and running quickly
• Boost in inspector productivity:
Using CityView Mobile to complete
inspections in the field saves time
• Keeping up with demand:
Automation and electronic
processing increases staff efficiency

Proven, trusted software
CityView was the only vendor that was able to meet all of Loyalist’s
requirements. “It’s almost a no-brainer,” says Stephen Mailloux, Deputy Chief
Building Official for Loyalist, regarding the software selection process.
“CityView provides proven, trusted software.” The Township selected CityView’s
out-of-the-box version as it met nearly all needs, with just a few minor tweaks.
The old way of doing things generated massive amounts of paper, which
created thick files the Township had to store. The old system didn’t have any
built-in workflows or automation and relied on manual input by staff. With its
transition to CityView Permits & Inspections, almost everything is now
electronic, not to mention automated. “We’ve easily saved 15 minutes per
inspection with CityView,” says Stephen. “The difference has been night and
day. Once I put info into the CityView database, it’s live; I don’t need to worry
about saving it elsewhere and uploading it later.”
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“We’ve easily saved 15
minutes per inspection
with CityView. The
difference has been
night and day. Once I
put info into the
CityView database, it’s
live.”
Stephen Mailloux
Deputy Chief Building Official
Loyalist Township, Ontario

CityView Mobile saves time

About CityView
Since 1982, CityView has helped
municipalities across North America
solve their business problems,
eliminate time-intensive redundant
work and meet their citizens’
expectations.
Founded by former local government
employees for local government,
CityView's unrelenting focus and
dedication to the public sector allows
the company to deliver an
outstanding product to its customers.
Ready to trade manual processes for
automation?
Call us at 1.800.665.5647 or visit
www.municipalsoftware.com

Loyalist also implemented
CityView Property Information
and CityView Mobile, along
with CityView’s unique
Microsoft Outlook Add-in and
Word Add-In tools.
“The best thing about CityView
Mobile,” Stephen says, “is that
we can add comments on the
spot, change the inspection to
pass or fail and then email the
results and move on to the next
inspection.”
CityView’s Microsoft Add-In tools allow staff within the Township’s building
division to leverage MS Outlook tasks, appointments and to-do lists from right
within CityView and merge CityView data seamlessly into its letter outputs with
MS Word.
The Township is enjoying CityView’s automation and tracking features, which
were lacking in their old, paper-based and manual system. “CityView allows for
better visibility into all permit and inspection applications coming in and now
we can track their progress and status,” Stephen comments. With the old
system, the team didn’t have a way to manage activities or automate inspector
scheduling.
Thankful for CityView’s advanced technologies, Loyalist is happy to have
transitioned to CityView in time for the resurgence of construction and
permit/inspection requests, which the province had halted for a time in order to
prevent the spread of coronavirus. As soon as construction re-opened for the
province, “We were flooded for permit and inspection requests for pools, decks
and the like,” Stephen says. Handling the demand rush was not a problem for
Stephen’s department, since they were able to process all permit applications
and inspections via CityView.
Finally, Stephen praised the CityView implementation team for their dedicated
and quick work. “The whole process, from data collection to configuration
went smoothly,” Stephen relays. “The entire CityView team has been on-point
and professional; everyone on the project team knew their roles and any issues
were either dealt with on the spot or corrected very quickly - within one to two
days.”
Loyalist Township’s building division is grateful that the CityView software is
making their jobs much easier, so they can get more done in less time. They no
longer have to worry about making copies, storing massive paper files or being
able to keep up with demand or inspection scheduling. Transitioning to
electronic processing positions the Township to be able to handle future
growth, expand staff productivity and increase customer satisfaction.
As a result of the building department’s experience, the Township is now
considering the use of CityView Planning and CityView Electronic Plans Review.
Loyalist is a perfect example of a smaller community that adopts CityView in
stages. Once the value is seen in one department, it is easy to imagine the same
benefits in others. Every department’s business processes and data are in one
system and the tools and user experience are identical for all.
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